Figures by GEA
EMPLOYEES: 40
N° PALLET SPOTS: 2000
SQMT: 5000 OVERALL
PRODUCTION LINES: 11
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Production know-how,
flexibility and responsibility

Know-how centers by GEA
RESEARCH
The research center is responsible for constantly innovate, and improve GEA's product range.
In this way new customers will always have a dedicated team ready to intercept and satisfy
requests, while an historical customer will always benefit from continuous product
development.

DEVELOPMENT

The Company
GEA has been designing and manufacturing pest monitoring devices for over thirty years. Its
priority is to offer a service strongly oriented to product development, intercepting and satisfying
customer needs.
Design and production is done "in house" allowing to achieve maximum "price performace" and
an optimal control over each product development and manufactuirng stage.
GEA is therefore able to satisfy Multinational and Regional customers throughout Europe with
maximum flexibility. A Team Leader is present for each stage of product development.
These are the reasons why GEA is chosen by its customers.

This center is responsible of that delicate process that transforms a project into an
industrial production. This allows a much more accurate development phase, a higher
control over costs and lead time thus a better result for the customer.

PRODUCTION
Manufacturing capacity and flexibility are the core features of the production center.
Thanks to its 10 production lines GEA is able to satisfy requests for big and small quantities
with the same efficiency.

REGULATORY & QUALITY SYSTEM
The Regulatory and Quality System Office, which few other companies can boast, enables
GEA to remain up to date with current European regulation (REACH, CLP) and product
registration processes (Europea Biocidal Law). All Technical Data Sheets and Safety Data
Sheets are edited with a dedicated software, allowing customers to be compliant to laws. All
in a context regulated by the IAO 9001:2015 certification.

